
Eccentric Sensing Devices
Using Conceptual Design Notes to Understand Design Opportunities, Limitations, and Concerns Connected to Digital Sensing

Introduction
Every day, it seems, more and more things are equipped with digital sensors, central processors, and network connections. Smart 
cars, smart watches, smart doorbells, and smart speakers represent just a few of the ordinary everyday things now embedded with 
Internet-connected, computational sensing systems. Current consensus portends a future with even more specialized, diverse, and 
numerous things that sense—glasses, furniture, bridges, mirrors, toothbrushes, and even toilets [28]. 

In order to make sense of this situation, engineers use terms such as ubiquitous, minitiarized, distributed, and autonomous to describe 
digital sensing devices. Marketers use terms like smart, connected, and IoT (Internet of Things). Alongside this technical and business 
terminology, however, we need concepts to help designers and HCI researchers better understand and craft the experiential and practical 
qualities of these so-called smart, ubiquitous, IoT sensing systems. We further need concepts that enable us to address emerging social 
and ethical implications of sensing technologies, ranging from explosive cultural flashpoints such as facial recognition [3, 6] to more 
mundane situations such as smart camera social etiquette while housesitting [26].  

Smart sensing devices can enhance human creativity, productivity, and meaning-making. But they also introduce and exacerbate 
concerns with surveillance, privacy, security, and data ethics. A central premise of this project is that speculative and experimental 
design approaches can be used to divergently and obliquely investigate these issues and yield insights that a more direct problem-solving 
approach will overlook.

This pictorial presents a design inquiry that investigates opportunities, limitations, and social concerns connected to everyday sensing 
systems. The primary contribution is twofold. First, this pictorial presents an array of novel conceptual design notes for understanding, 
crafting, and addressing smart sensing systems. These concepts are loosely organized around 5 themes: sensor overreach, layered 
sensing, floating sensors, unpredictable sensing, and sensor attenuation. Second, this pictorial demonstrates and generalizes our 
design approach through the methodological concepts of eccentric sensing devices, product redirection, anchored speculation, and 
conceptual design notes. These approaches contribute to broader discourses on creative practice spanning design imagination [12,14, 40], 
design methods [7, 15, 19, 37], and design as a mode and outcome of research inquiry [16, 35, 24, 36]. 

Prior work has shown how speculative and experimental design approaches can yield concepts useful for identifying trends, 
articulating insights, (re)framing problems, and proposing design responses [e.g., 4,18, 22, 29, 30, 31,3 2]. Some of the ideas presented 
here have been reported in the author’s prior work [29, 30, 31, 32], though the vast majority of the text and images in this pictorial are 
novel and previously unpublished content. This pictorial forms a space to present a clustered array of conceptual design notes that don’t 
readily fit within the linear flow and format of a traditional research paper. It further presents an opportunity to articulate underlying 
methodological approaches that emerge from and inform our prior published research in this area.

Too often the “intermediate” design outomes of creative practice contained within notebooks, workbooks [ 41,42,43], and studios are 
abandoned or discarded in favor of a “final” refined and singular object. Here we amplify and elevate intermediate design proposals, 
scenarios, and experiments into a refined compositional whole using conceptual design notes: figures that integrate written ideas and 
design things. Conceptual design notes form the glue which holds this composition together. These conceptual design notes merge the 
creatives practices of generating design concepts and conceptual writings about designs, and blur common distinctions between a design 
drawing, proposal, scenario, prototype, and product.
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Abstract
More things are becoming equipped with 
digital sensors, central processors, and 
network connections. Alongside marketing and 
engineering terminology such as Internet of 
Things and ubiquitous computing, designers 
and HCI researchers need new concepts to help 
understand the design opportunities, limitations, 
and social concerns connected to digital sensing 
systems. This pictorial presents an array of 
conceptual design notes clustered around 5 
themes: sensor overreach, layered sensing, 
floating sensors, upredictable sensing, and 
sensor attenuation. Reflecting on our creative 
process, we articulate the methodological 
concepts of eccentric devices and conceptual 
design notes. As a whole, this pictorial 
exemplifies the value of intimate and nuanced 
depictions of creative processes—details 
too often omited from final publications and 
finished products.
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Focus: Smart Home Cameras as Design Material and Conceptual Lens
Smart home security cameras form the primary building blocks for our eccentric designs. 
We use existing consumer smart cameras as design materials by creating unusual product 
accessories and extensions that amplify, restrain, and deviate current features and functions. 
We focus on smart cameras for multiple reasons. Smart cameras represent one of the most 
popular and growing areas of smart home technologies. In addition to conventional image-
capture, when combined with cloud-based or onboard image/video data analytics, smart 
cameras can perform advanced tasks such as motion detection, facial and object recognition,  
location estimation, dynamic masking, and even emotion tracking from facial analyses 
[8,11,34]. For these reasons among others, smart home cameras prove highly generative 
and illuminating focal points for understanding camera sensors and image/video analytics 
specifically along with connected sensing systems more broadly. 

Approach Part 1: Eccentric Sensing
In contrast with design methods involving a linear set of formalized steps, our approach is 
organized more fluidly around a set of sensitizing concepts. These concepts have emerged 
iteratively through the course of this project. We elaborate and reflect with finer resolution on 
each of these methodological concepts in the concluding section of the pictorial: 

Approach Part 2: Conceptual Design Notes
Conceptual design notes represent a second novel aspect of our design research approach. 
Conceptual design notes are a way of conducting, creating, and presenting design inquiry 
wherein design concepts and conceptual writing merge. As prior work has argued, designing 
things can be a way of understanding situations and developing ideas [16,2430]. This way of 
practicing design as inquiry typically yields very different outcomes than design practiced within 
a commercial or product development context. Rather than presenting a single refined prototype 
or a small set of key takeways, we present a constellation of conceptual design notes clustered 
around 5 themes: sensor overreach, layered sensing, floating sensors, unpredictable sensing, 
and sensor attenuation. Each theme provides a handhold for grasping design opportunities, 
limitations, and concerns connected to smart sensing systems. Each conceptual design note 
(titled bodies of text with images) form a multi-functional tool that may variously be used to 
understand an issue, appreciate a current trend, frame a new problem, or design a new thing.

Layout and Structure
Each theme is introduced with a set of simple, diagrammatic eccentric sensing devices. 
The devices and themes are then briefly explored through some combination of material 
experiments, performative props, operational prototypes, and self-use studies [12]. We conclude 
with a single condensed page of notes focused on addressing privacy, security, and data ethics 
challenges, follow by a single page reflecting upon our approach and the formation and use of 
conceptual design notes. 

The layout and structure of this pictorial serves two core aims. First, this pictorial 
presents a detailed sample of our extensive work developing eccentric sensing devices 
and conceptual design notes. Second, this pictorial is designed to reflect the emergent and 
exploratory aspects of design inquiry and invite the reader to forge novel connections and 
partake in flights of imagination. We aim to foreground the layered meanings, fragmentary 
insights, and circuitous pathways traced through design inquiry. In doing so, we aim to 
present a view into our creative process and the creative design process generally.

Design Inquiry: Focus, Approach, and Structure 

• Eccentric sensing devices. We devise unusual devices guided loosely by the aims of exploring
design opportunities, limitations, and concerns connected to sensing systems. 

• Product redirection. We use off-the-shelf consumer products and everyday things as design
materials and components.

• Anchored speculation. We ground our socially and experientially imaginative design leaps by 
using existing technological consumer products as material constraints and salient features.

• Combinatorial designs/variations. We use a simple algorithm to generate designs: smart
device + everyday thing = eccentric device. (See Page 1 for examples.)

Microphone

Person and Familiar Faces Alerts

Common Data Analytics Features of Smart Home Security Cameras

Activity Zones Activity TimelineCamera

Visual Sensor Feld

Auditory Sensor Field

This inquiry focuses on smart home security cameras such as the Google Indoor Nest Cam and Amazon Cloud 
Cam. These devices are, in fact, more than cameras and more than security devices. They contain microphones, 
advanced analytics features such as person recognition, and are often marketed and used in ways that extend 
beyond traditional security applications, including monitoring pets, kids, guests, and nature. 



Version 1: Single Telescopic 
Lens + Smart Camera. Affixing 
a telescopic lens to a smart 
camera extends the range of 
the sensor field. This likewise 
extends the range of analytics 
features. For example, the 
user may receive a notification 
whenever motion is detected, 
a known or unknown person’s 
face is recognized, or a certain 
activity is detected, such as 
opening a door or a commotion. 
The detection of emotions and 
objects is also possible. 

Version 2: Version 1 + Wide 
Angle Lens. Adding a second 
wide-angle lens provides a 
contextualizing viewpoint.

A distant subject

Subject ContextYOU

The subject’s context

Version 3 : Version 2 + 
Rear-Facing Lens. Adding 
a third camera pointed in 
reverse directs focus back 
on the viewing subject. This 
view invites self-reflection 
and brings the power and 
accountability of the person 
directing the camera into 
the frame. 

Tele-Portal View. Most visual displays are 
rectilinear. The spherical telephoto view 
invites a fresh look and unusual gaze. It 
also reinforces the view of the device as 
a portal into a distant place. A standalone 
display further accentuates an eccentric, 
portal-like perspective.

Sensor Overreach Devices: Smart Cams + Telephoto Lenses
While the resolution of consumer smart home cameras has improved, further 
enhancements could greatly expand the perceptual powers of the smart camera 
gaze. Adding a telephoto lens to a consumer smart home camera not only 
improves the image quality of distant subjects. Optical amplification also extends 
the capabilities of data-analytics features such as motion detection and facial 
recognition. With this extended sensor reach come concerns over social overreach.

+

Eccentric Sensing Device Pattern

Front Wide-Angle View

Telephoto Fish-Eye View

Rear Wide-Angle View



Hikers on my horizon

Birds on my power linesMy neighbor’s front door

My neighbor’s TV 

People on my street

My car / parking spot

SIFTTTing: Sensor If This Then That-Ing
A speculative scenario: An integrated and low-profile smart home camera system 
enables specific and idiosynchratic if/then configurations. Send me an alert 
when my neighbor parks in my spot, save video to an album every time an animal is 
recognized, send my neighbor a text 7 minutes after she returns home from work,...

Eccentric Sensing Experiments
Mapping Overreach from My Apartment Windows
To explore smart camera sensor overreach, the author mapped camera views within reach from their apartment 
windows using a crudely constructed prototypes of Version #1, #2, and #3 on the prior page.*

My design process 
Eccentric camera views occassionally served as a 
backdrop for exploratory sketching. For example, 
overreach device variations were developed while 
waiting for birds to land on the power lines.

* These experiments were conducted to demonstrate social and experiential capabilities of current smart home camera technology, and to expose potential data privacy, security, and ethical concerns. Care was taken to not collect 
personally identifiable information, and experiments were conducted in accordance with local laws and guidance provide by camera manufacturers. 



Layers in Lighting Design and 
Cinematography
Lighting designers work with 3 main layers. 
Ambient lighting, or general-purpose lighting, 
provides overall lighting for a room. Accent 
lighting, or highlight lighting, creates focal 
points and draws attention to features or 
objects. Task lighting is used when doing 
specific activities like reading or cooking. 
These layers loosely parallel 3 key layered 
compositional shots in cinematography: 
background, middleground, and foreground. By 
replacing the light sources of common light 
fixtures with smart cameras, we imagine 
a future with 3 primary layers of smart 
camera illumination.  

Analogous Designs: Lamps and Cameras
Smart cameras and electric lights exhibit a 
number of similarities. Both involve light. Both 
require fixtures for physical positioning. And 
both involve a spatial field: a field of view with a 
camera, and a field of illuminance with lamps. 

Layered Sensing Devices: Smart Cams + Light Fixtures 
One smart camera is no longer enough. Smart cameras are now marketed in 
outdoor and indoor varieties, and sold in packs of 2, 3, 4, and 5 cameras. The list of 
manufacturers’ suggested locations is ever-expanding: the nursery, the entryway, 
the shed, the basement. Combining smart cameras with light fixtures illuminate how 
smart cameras create layered sensor fields within intimate, everyday environments.

+

Camera Sensor Illumination Layers
Positioning cameras like lamps leads to 
reconceptualizing the camera field of view as a 
camera illumination layer. This shifts focus away 
from an engaged, viewing human subject toward an 
active physical space that can be watched, but also 
tracked, monitored, and analyzed computationally. 

Wide-Area Layers
Wide-area layers provide overall sensor 
illumination using a wide-angle lens. 
Distributed camera networks and computational 
photographic techniques can also be used to 
achieve wide-area coverage. The wide-area layer 
is analogous to the ambient lighting layer. 

Precision-Zone Layers
Precise-zone layers provide illumination focused 
on specific spatial zones. The precise-zone layer 
is analogous to the accent lighting layer.

Specific-Task Layers
Specific-task layers provide targeted illumination 
to support specific analysis, interaction, or 
activities. The specific-task layer is analogous to 
the task lighting layer. Specific task layers can be 
deactivated when a task is finished.

Large Arc Lamp + Smart Cam

Medium Accent Lamp + Smart Cam

Small Desk Lamp + Smart Cam

Sources

Fields

Fixtures

Eccentric Sensing Device Pattern



Lamp Cam Product Redirects
We constructed operational lamp cam devices and lived with them intermittently for time periods of up to 2 week periods. Our self-use studies involved 
committing to configuring the devices in different areas of our homes including configurations that felt uncomfortable or unnecessary. 
 

Self-Use: An Intimate, Layered Inward Gaze. 
The cameras forced us to take an honest look 
at our lives, homes, and things. Often we felt 
the urge to tidy up an unkept room or compose 
a more flattering shot. Partially blurred, these 
images represent a compromise between an 
honest, intimate look at the authors’ home lives, 
and an impersonal, abstracted view.

Digital Analytics Layers. Smart cameras are 
more than cameras. Layered atop the image-data 
lie digital analytics layers of recognition, detection, 
and tracking. While living with the lamp cams we 
received many alerts when cameras thought they 
recognized motion, a person, or a loud activity. 
Alerts prompted us to then scroll through time-
lapse videos revealing the mundane activities of  
family, pets, and roommates.

Casual Spying, Aesthetic Snapshots, and 
Self-Regulation. These digital  analytics  layers of 
camera illumination created opportunities to spy 
on family, strangers, and ourselves inadvertently 
and out of curiosity. Another emergent use/effect 
was self-regulation. At times we  regulated our 
behavior, altering our actions to align with how 
we thought we ideally should act, e.g., making 
our beds, tidying our homes, covering our bodies, 
correcting our postures, concealing vices, etc.

Work From Home Office

Sketches

Notes
More notes
Even more notes

CandlesComputer Screen

Messy bed

Webcam Partner Window CatCold coffee Headphones Magazines

Living Room

Bedroom

Alerts

Eccentric Sensing 
Experiments



Sensors strewn around, scattered about... 
Like dogs on a leash, power cords and WiFi 
connections tether smart cameras to power 
outlets and routers. Smaller, cheaper, and 
more mobile sensing systems open up 
new possibilites for precise, distributed 
configurations. They also enable the devices 
to be tossed around in a casual, haphazard, or 
reckless manner.

Floating Sensor Devices: Smart Cam + Battery + Location Trackers
Adding an external battery untethers the smart home security camera, allowing a 
small, powerful sensing device to float around. Adding location and activity sensing 
capabilities helps keep track and maintain control of “off-leash” sensing devices. +

Version 2: Version 1 + Location Tracker. To 
help keep track of floating sensor systems, 
a bluetooth location tracker is added. The 
device can now be tracked on a map display, 
and paged using an auditory locator.

A composite external display 
unit invites an eccentric 
viewing relationship to a 
handful of small, mobile 
sensor units strewn about.

Version 1: Battery + Smart Cam. Affixing an 
external battery to a  smart home camera 
enables the device to float around, untethered 
from a wall, floor, or ceiling power outlet.

Camera

Battery

MicrophoneGPS location

Bluetooth location

Tilt/Accelerometer Activity

Version 3: Version 2 + Activity 
Trackers. An activity tracker is added 
for more granular activity data using an 
accelerometer and tilt sensor.

Eccentric Sensing Device Pattern



Cost Comparison
Currently a single smart cam throwie can be assembled for a cost of approximately $40 USD. For 
comparison, $1 USD gets you approximately 1 LED throwie. As the cost of smart cameras declines, we 
might expect to continue to find camera sensors all over the place, even when we don’t really want or need 
them—much like how we find unnecessary LEDs and displays on electronic devices.

Readymade Smart Cam Throwies
Inspired by Graffiti Research Lab’s LED throwies [20], we constructed smart camera throwies using inexpensive Yi 
and Wyze smart home cameras, Tile and Samsung smart trackers, external smartphone batteries, and common 
attachment mechanisms including magnets, velcro, double-side tape. 

Eccentric Sensing Experiments

In a houseplant
In a drawer

On a tree
In the mailbox

Between the couch cushions
In the medicine cabinet Under a pile of clothes

Among some papers

On a bike rack
On a street sign

On a flyer
Under a sewer grate

Sensor Size Matters. Seemingly small details and 
attributes can make big effects. Size is one such aspect. 
A large, heavy sensor will tend to get stuck in a specific 
location. A tiny, lightweight sensor will tend to move 
about, become concealed, and get lost. Curren smart 
home cameras are about the size of the palm of your 
hand. What happens as smart camera systems get 
incrementally smaller? Finger-sized. Can be easily 
“palmed,” i.e., tightly held and concealed in the palm of 
your hand. Digit-sized. Can be placed in a pocket without 
bulging out. Thumbnail-sized. Difficult to find if your kid or 
cat knocks it off the table. Pebble-sized. Can be wedged into 
a small hole in the wall or sidewalk. Pinhole-sized. Can be 
pasted onto any surface, or implanted into your forehead.

LED throwies Smart Cam Throwies

Dot, Hole, or Sensor?
As sensors get smaller, cheaper, and more mobile, they 
begin to appear where they might not actually exist...



Unpredictable Sensing Devices: 
Smart Cameras + Roombas
Have you heard the joke about the smart camera riding a 
Roomba? The punchline is some sort of allegory about the 
unpredictability of autonomous sensing devices.

+

Sensor Attenuation Devices: 
Smart Cameras + Curtains
Better controls and safeguards are 
needed for layered, overreaching, 
floating, and unpredictable sensing 
devices. A curtain provides shades of 
sensing attenuation in between fully 
ON and completely OFF. 

Google Clips Cam
Clips is a “hands-free wireless camera” that uses 
artificial intelligence to automatically capture photos it 
thinks you might enjoy. 

The Current State of Smart Camera Controls
As with many IoT devices, the smart home camera interface supports and encourages 
an “always-on” interaction paradigm. For example, the Amazon Cloud Cam contains no 
physical On/Off button. The virtual buttons to disable the camera and microphone are 
buried several screens deep in the apps information architecture. Indicator lights are 
also unreliable. A light may be lit but the security camera is actually Off, and vice versa. 

Smart cameras, like most digital sensing systems, are characterized by  3 main 
sensor control states: On, Off, and Very Off. Window curtains suggest a fourth option: 
variably attenuated somewhere between complete deactivation and partial impairment. 

Attenuating Curtains
Adding curtains to a smart cam allows 
light-data passing from the environment 
to the image-sensor to be regulated more 
flexibly, saliently, and reliably than using 
the manufacturer’s virtual button and 
unreliable indicator light.

Transgressing Boundaries
Unpredictable sensing exacerbates 
potentials for sensors to overreach 
and cross socio-spatial boundaries 
such as property lines, window 
panes, and personal space.

Social-spatial boundary

Digital Eye

Mechanical Flex-Neck

Robotic Body

Computational Brain #1

Computational Brain #2

Roomba + Clips
The eccentric Roomba + Clips device mechanically couples two autonomous smart 
products: the Google Clips camera and iRobot Roomba vacuum. The resultant device 
compounds the unpredictable autonomy of each individual product.

Very OFF
A webcam cover or unplugging the 
power source are among the most 
reliable ways to ensure a smart 
camera is deactivated and no 
longer sensing.

ON OFF

iRobot Roomba
Roomba is a robotic smart vacuum cleaner that 
uses automation and artificial intelligence to 
clean areas it think you want cleaned. 

Eccentric Sensing 
Device Pattern
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Smart Camera + Curtains Accessory Kit. We created an accessary kit for adding 
curtains to existing consumer smart home cameras. The version pictured above 
involves a dual rod design supporting two curtain types. The solid, decoratively 
dotted curtain blocks nearly all light from passing through. The loosely knit 
curtain blocks faces and other details while allowing the basic contours of 
shapes and motion to be detected.

Smart Camera + Curtains Accessory Kit. The curtain kits were informed by our 
experiments using textiles to attenuate sensor capabilities, including analytics 
functions. Different weaves were used to modulate or even switch on and off features 
such as person alerts and facial recognition. In addition to attenuating sensing, camera 
curtains can also regulate the social atmosphere by setting guests at ease, or inviting 
dwellers to reliably turn their sensing devices off.

Blocking Some

Roomba+Clips Accessory Kit. We built an accessory kit that combines a

Roomba robotic vacuum and a Clips machined-vision powered camera. 

Numerous iterations were conducted to determine a suitable coupling. A

one-meter long ABS plastic neck achieved a satisfying swaying effect each

time the Roomba strikes a wall or objects and turns to traverse elsewhere.

At roughly the height of a small child, the device appears to stand upright, 

vaguely resembling an athropod.

“Intelligent” Unpredictability as Design Quality. Most smart products emphasize precision andpredictability. The Roomba+Clipsconstruction instead highlightsunpredictable design qualitiessuch as unstable views andunexpected movements.

Living with Unpredictably 
Autonomous Things. Unpredictable 
products offer potentials to 
surprise, delight, and entertain us. 
But they can also go off the rails in 
ways that are unpleasant, invasive, 
or even harmful.

Losing Control
Roomba and Clips individually demonstrate a future where smart devices go and sense wherethey please. Our eccentric Roomba+Clips deviceamplifies both the playful positive opportunitiesand the unwelcome negative impacts of devicesless fully within our reach and control.
Manual Interaction Overrides
Bumbling, autonomous devices 
highlight the need for manual 
interaction overrides. The Roomba 
is designed with an intuitive manual 
human override: lift up the device 
from the ground and it automatically 
deactivates. Clips is similarly designed 
with manual overrides: twist the lens 
to turn on/off and press the button to 
manually take a photo. One type of 
manual interaction override involves 
using a physical overlay, such as a 
curtain...

Blocking Everything *Blocking MostBlocking Faces

Emerging social etiqutte. While our interventionist curtain kit will seldom provide the 
correct social solution to a neighborly tension, the design does highlight the issue of 
emerging social etiqutte around layered, overreaching, and floating sensing devices. 
Curtain-inspired overlay controls might help facilitate suitable social protocols by 
creating visible and tangible points of discussion and interaction.

What if you don’t own or operate the device? Smart cameras aren’t always within reach 
or under our control. Many people place smart cameras inside their window sills pointed 
outward at neighbors, customers, and passersby. A second version of our kit enables you 
to intervene delicately, if passive aggressively, by blocking a neighbor’s smart camera. 
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Across the prior pages we’ve presented an array of conceptual design notes. 
Each note links to an eccentric sensing device. And all notes cluster around 
a theme representing a mixture of design oppportunties, limitations, and 
concerns. By design, we’ve laid out these notes in irregular clusters rather than 
linear lists or orthogonal grids. On this page we draw out two, tidier categories 
with which to apply and extend our conceptual design notes to addess timely 

Directed notes... with thumnail images... connect each note to a device/p. #

Sensor Field Metaphors
Engineers distinguish 3 main categories of sensors: passive narrow beam sensors (e.g., 
cameras), passive omnidirectional (e.g., mics), and active (e.g., GPS). In this research we’ve 
extended this engineering vocabulary through the metaphor of a sensor field: a physical, 
geographical, and embodied space in which a sensor senses. We’ve found this metaphor 
useful for understanding design opportunities, limitations, and concerns connected to smart 
sensing devices. The sensor field metaphor—as depicted throughout this pictorial—paints 
a picture of a physical world overlaid with an invisible sensor interface. The sensor field 
metaphor further illuminates how sensors activate space, and how these perceptually 
powerful spaces intersect with heightened privacy and security concerns.

Articulating Sensor Design Qualities
Designers often articulate qualities that encapsulate possible or desireable experiential 
outcomes that can be crafted with various design materials. Within interaction design, for 
example, practitioners talk about crafting fluid, responsive, and neumorphic interfaces. 
HCI researchers explore ways of crafting supple [23], slow [27], and ludic [18] interactions. 
Following prior design research [23,24,29], we argue that further work is needed to 
articulate the unique experiential and material qualities of specific sensors and systems. 
For example, some sensor fields such as cameras, microphones, and radar tend to spread 
across space, bleed through walls, and leak across other socio-spatial boundaries (page 9). 
Others, such as GPS, accelerometers, and heart rate sensors are more spatially localized to 
a sensor hardware device.

This pictorial has contributed to a body of research on design qualities [e.g.,1,2,10,29,38,44] 
by using eccentric sensing devices to isolate and amplify qualities demonstrated by current 
smart home camera products, which involve camera sensors as well as microphones and 
advanced data-analytics capabilities. Smart cameras can overreach, extending through 
windows and across property lines. Smart camers can float around, creating opportunities to 
get lost and make trouble. Smart cameras can be layered to form an expansive activated space 
capable of detecting, recognizing, and tracking activity. Smart cameras can be unpredictable, 
as when breaching a social boundary or automatically triggering an alert or action. Finally, 
the layered, unpredictable, floating, and overreaching sensor fields of smart cameras can be 
attenuated ranging from complete deactivation to partial impairment. These qualities can be used 
and extended in many directions. For example, designers might amplify unpredictability to create 
more playful and serrendipitous experiences. Conversely, designers might create more granular 
and reliable interaction overrides and safeguards (page 10) that attenuate the perceptually powerful 
fields of sensing systems. Beyond any specific quality or design direction, though, this pictorial has 
demonstrated a creative approach to investigating sensor qualities using eccentric devices. 

Narrow-beam sensor field
Example: A camera

Omnidirectional sensor field
Example: A microphone

Active sensor field
Example: GPS

The Inverse Panopticon 
Bentham’s famous panopticon system 
employs a single human guard to monitor 
many prisoners. The panopticon surveillance 
model explains how the mere possibility of 
surveillance exerts control over our behaviors. 
However, as sensors become cheaper, more 
numerous, and more mobile—and more 
layered, overreaching, and untethered—the 
panopticon begins to invert. Nowadays, 
it’s safer to assume that there actually is a 
camera or microphone around. And if so, that 
sensor is much more likely to be sensing than 
not. Complementing other updated models 
of surveillance [e.g., 6,45,46] , the inverse 
panopticon suggests two competing design 
philosophies. The reasonably paranoid threat 
model, where users should assume absolutely 
everything is sensing (see pages 9 and 10). And 
a big boring data model, where users can relax 
knowing that most intimate data ultimately 
reveals very little (see pages 4 and 6).

Sensing Asymmetries
Sensor fields activate space. This 
spatial activation can transform a physical space into a digital interface—a site for 
interaction wherein human and environmental actions trigger machine reactions and vice 
versa. Yet this activated space/interface carries a number of asymmetric relations uncovered 
by our eccentric sensing experiments. Sensor perception asymmetries: A smart camera field 
of vision has great perceptual powers, yet the location of its sensing field cannot be directly 
felt, heard, or seen by humans. In other words, sensor fields lacks inherent feedback. Sensor 
control asymmetries: You can point a camera into your neighbor’s yard or place a microphone 
near your roomate’s bedroom, and they may have little direct awareness or recourse. Power 
asymmetries: A landlord, parent, or employer may exploit these perceptual and control 
asymmetries, and wield a sensing device with greater social and legal power than tenants, 
kids, and domestic workers. In these ways sensor field interfaces are very different from 
conventional computer interfaces.
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Using Notes and Eccentric Sensing Devices to Address Privacy, Security, and Data Ethics Challenges

The Sensorification of Daily Life  
When electric lighting was introduced in the 1900s as the first large-scale application of 
electricity many experts and members of the public expressed fears and anxieties. But 
electricity eventually evolved into a normal, ubiquitous, and indispensible aspect of daily life. 
A similar trend with digital sensors may currently be underway. With smart cameras, for 
example, systems are becoming cheaper, the range of image/video analytics applications 
is expanding rapidly, and smart cameras are becoming more normal and accepted—as 

evidenced by indoor smart cameras, 
wearable cameras, and cameras 
integrated into doorbells, vehicles, and 
more. Expanding well beyond rational and 
utilitarian use cases, our eccentric sensing 
devices imagine a future where sensing 
systems advance to the point where—like 
electricity and computation—they are 
commonly used for aesthetic, idiosynchratic, 
silly, and superflouous applications. 

challenges with privacy, security, and data ethics. On the left, we present a 
sample of concepts oriented toward helping designers craft interfaces and 
experiences. On the right, we broaden beyond interface design and offer a 
sample of concepts for understanding issues of surveillance, privacy, and 
power. These concepts demonstrate uses of design as a tool to develop ideas 
that extend beyond the traditional disciplinary boundaries of design and HCI. 



Forming Conceptual Design Notes
Our approach to creating conceptual design notes represents a soft break with a prevailing 
research through design approach modeled after product development and R&D (research 
and development) processes wherein the team moves from early proposals to operational 
prototypes. These prototypes are then often deployed and assessed empirically. Let’s call this 
the make/deploy/assess model. This model may surely yield insightful and inspiring outcomes. 
But it is far from the only way of doing design research. 

Diverging from the make/deploy/assess model, we instead present an ecclectic and 
integrated array of written and material things under the framework of conceptual design 
notes. In terms of our process, the activities of reflecting, writing, drawing, making, and 
using are so tightly interwoven that the distinctions begin to blur. Historically, our process for 
creating this pictorial went roughly like this: design some eccentric things, think about them, 
make some ideas, write them out, design more things to represent and/or explore these ideas, 
repeat until the pictorial is ready and the submission deadline is at hand.

Our approach of making conceptual design notes connects to Bowers and Gaver’s concept 
of annotated portfolios [5,17]. However our approach subtly diverges in two important regards. 
First, with regards to process we merge the activities of (an)notating and designing. Instead 
of treating annotations as a secondary layer of verbal knowledge added atop an already 
designed ir nade thing, we approach the creation of conceptual notes and conceptual things 
as an intertwined process. Second, with regards to outcomes we grasp designs less as 
discrete material things and more in terms of what feminist theorists describe as figurations 
that merge the material and the semiotic, or representational [9,21]. A concrete effect of 
this philosophy is that we make a variety of things: drawings, diagrams, physical sketches, 
material experiments, and robust prototypes.There are, of course, real and consequential 
differences between a drawing of a thing and an actual thing held in one’s hand. But we 
should not overlook the ways in which we also hold drawings in our hands, whether on 
paper or screen. Informed by this perspective shift, we invite reading our work along a flatter 
ontological hierarchy, one that softens distinctions among common design categories such as 
sketch, prototype, proposal, product, specification, scenario, documentation, and so on. 

We find that conceptual design notes offers a fruitful complementary model for doing 
design research that can amplify the powers of design to articulate a richly nuanced and 
layered space of possibilities. To the extent that design research is valued because of its 
inspirational and generative potentials, conceptual design notes invite readers to engage with 
the work in a manner closer to the experiential processes of doing exploratory, speculative, 
and conceptual design inquiry—complete with twists, turns, and the occassional dead end.

Sensitizing Concept for Crafting Eccentric Devices
We see signs of an eccentric device approach across many areas of HCI and design 
research, including Gaver et al’s ludic prototypes [18], Wakkary et al’s counterfactual 
things [39], Pierce et al’s counterfunctional devices [33], Yurman’s provocative nursery 
designs [47], and Berger et al’s idiosyncratic ideation [4]. Here we briefly reflect upon how 
we create conceptually rich eccentric sensing devices so others can apply and adapt our 
emergent techniques. As with all creative activity, design inquiry can be messy [13,16]. Even 
in retrospect and with the benefit of distance, tracing a clean narrative line and connecting 
the disparate dots may prove difficult, or worse, misleading. Nonethless, articulating method 
and process in ways that others can reuse, adatop, and reflect upon is a core area in which 
design research contributes new knowledge. Articulating method or process also helps 
render legible other knowledge contributions. Reflecting upon the various twists and turns 
of this meandering research project, we draw out several ideas that emergently guided our 
process. These sensitizing concepts are less structured and linear than methods, less formal 
and dogmatic than principles, and more fluid, fragmentary, and open-ended than design 
patterns or strategies.

Eccentric Devices. Eccentric devices represents the core approach underlying the 
conceptual designs and notes we’ve presented. The approach is oddly simple: create 
unusual devices guided loosely by the aims of exploring design opportunities, limitations, 
and concerns. In this project we focus on issues connected to digital sensing systems. 
While there is no single right or wrong way to go about creating eccentric sensing devices, 
one approach we favor is a two-step process. Step 1: use intuition or randomness to create 
an odd device. Step 2: Think about the device. If the device proves useful as a tool for 
understanding design opportunities, limitations, and concerns, iterate on the design and 
continue to reflect. If not, go back to Step 1.

Product Redirection. Rather than making sensing devices from whole cloth, we use 
off-the shelf consumer products and everyday things as design materials. Amplifying, 
restraining, and deviating are three main redirective strategies we employ time and again. 
To amplify, identify a feature and multiple it times 10, or 1,000. To restrain, limit or remove 
a capability. To deviate, try the opposite, or something altogether unexpected, unlikely, or 
perhaps absurd. 

Anchored Speculation. Production redirection naturally encourages a second approach 
we call anchored speculation. By literally using existing products as foundations or building 
blocks in design, product redirection grounds unconventional design ideas in existing 
technologies. Our eccentric sensing devices tend to make only incremental technological 
changes, while taking more audacious social leaps. The devices are designed to encourage 
imaginative flights anchored in familiar and realistic everyday things and experiences.

Conclusion: Making and Using Conceptual Design Notes
We began with engineering concepts of ubiquitous, distributed, miniaturized, and autonomous 
networked sensing devices, and with marketing ideas of smart, connected, IoT devices. 
We ended with a set of complementary concepts for grasping ubiquitous smart devices as 
overreaching, layered, floating, unpredictable, and attenuated. This list is, of course, far from 
exhaustive. With the methodological tools of eccentric sensing devices and conceptual design 
notes, researchers may continue to creatively explore the opportunities, limitations, and 
concerns connected to smart sensing systems and interactive technologies. More generally, 
eccentric devices and conceptual design notes offer a route to divergently exploring a design 
space, and exemplify the value of intimate and nuanced depictions of creative processes—
details too often ommited from final publications and finished products.

In conclusion, we reflect upon our creative research practice. We elaborate 
on our approach to generating eccentric sensing devices. And we discuss our 
creation and presentation of design research via conceptual design notes. 
Both of these aspects of our approach may be usefully applied and extended to 
others issues and domains beyond digital sensing and privacy, security, and data 
ethics. More generally, we draw out methodological ideas that others may use to 
divergently explore a design space, and which demonstrate the value of intimately 
articulating the creative process and intermediate outcomes as a final product.

Reflecting on Method: Notes on Notes, and Eccentricity
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